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Force-controllable actuators are essential for guaranteeing safety in human-robot interactions. Magnetic lead screws (MLSs)
transfer force without requiring contact between parts. These devices can drive parts with high efficiency and no frictional contact,
and they are force-limited when overloaded. We have developed a novel MLS that does not include spiral permanent magnets and
a magnetic lead-screw-driven linear actuator (MLSDLA) that uses this device. This simple structure reduces the overall size of
the device and improves productivity because of it is constructed by a commonly used machined screw as a screw. The actuator
can drive back against an external force, and it moves flexibility based on the magnetic spring effect. In this paper, we propose
a force estimation method for the MLSDLA that does not require separate sensors. The magnetic phase difference, as measured
from the angular and linear displacement of the actuator, is used for this calculation. The estimated force is then compared, against
measurements recorded with a load sensor in order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Index Terms—Magnetic lead screw, Linear actuator, Force estimation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OBOTS will soon work with humans and support them
in collaborative, exoskeleton, and service roles [1][2]. In
order to guarantee safety in these human-robot interactions,
delicate force-controllable actuators are essential [3][4]. Furthermore, they must be lightweight, compact, and backdrivable.
We have been developing a magnetic lead-screw-driven
linear actuator (MLSDLA) for use as a force-controllable
actuator. This actuator consists of a magnetic lead screw
(MLS) and a rotary motor.
An MLS is a kind of feed screw that allows noncontact
power transmission. It is driven efficiently without frictional
contact, and it is force-limited in case of overloading. The
MLS is divided into two types; surface permanent magnet
(SPM) type and interior permanent magnet (IPM) type. The
SPMLSs use spiral shape radially magnetized permanent
magnets [5]-[10] or small pieces of magnets placed in a
spiral shape [11][12]. These SPMLSs have relatively high
transmission force but it is difficult to manufacture them. In
contrast, IPMLSs use a small number of simple shape magnets
and teeth made of a soft magnetic material. These magnets are
good availability and cost-effective. Paul proposed an IPMLS
[13][14]. The rectangle permanent magnets are installed in a
screw. Since robots need many actuators, better productivity
(ease of manufacturing) of their actuators is essential. However, the conventional IPMLS needs the specially designed
screw constructed by interior permanent magnets and iron
core. When a long nut is needed, the nut length should be extended. The long nut is difficult to manufacture. Therefore, we
proposed a moving-magnet type interior permanent magnetic
lead screw (MM-IPMLS), it can be applied to a commonly

used machined screw as a screw. The permanent magnets are
installed in a nut. It is cost-effective, and it can easily extend
the stroke by using the long screw in the same way as the
feed screw or ball screw. The spiral structure is composed of
a magnetic pole made of soft magnetic material and widely
available arc-shaped permanent magnets. The force density of
the MM-IPMLS is relatively smaller than SPMLSs, on the
other hand it has high productivity and assemblability. The
overall size of the MLS device can be made quite small thanks
to this simple structure.
The MLSDLA designed with this structure exhibits backdrivability. Compliance can be realized because of the magnetic spring effect. The output force can be controllable with
the rotation of the motor. Force sensors are generally required
in order to control the force applied by a linear actuator. The
inclusion of such sensors, however, increases the size and
weight of the actuator. To solve this problem, several methods
have been proposed for controlling the electric motor without
a torque sensor [15][16]. We have been researching a control
method for the MLSDLA that does not require force sensors.
The static force applied by the MLSDLA is determined from
the magnetic phase difference, which is indicated by the linear
and angular displacement of the actuator. These values can be
used to calculate the force supplied by the actuator at any
moment.
This article details a force estimation method that exploits
the magnetic phase difference in the MLSDLA. We fabricated
a prototype of the MLSDLA and measured the force applied
by the prototype with a sensor in order to compare the
estimated force values with measurements.
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JP17H04698). Manuscript received December 1, 2012; revised August 26,
2015. Corresponding author: A. Heya (email: akira.heya@ams.eng.osakau.ac.jp).

This section describes the basic structure and operating principles of the proposed actuator and discusses the manufacture
of the MLSDLA prototype.
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A. Basic Structure

The internal structure of the MM-IPMLS is shown in
Fig. 1(b). The driving force from the screw to the nut is
transmitted through magnetic coupling without any mechanical
contact. The screw is a double-threaded screw made of soft
magnetic material. It was fabricated using the same process
for fabricating a normal slide screw. The magnetic pole, permanent magnets, and back yoke are arranged in the preceding
order from inside to outside the device. The structure of the
magnetic pole is shown in Fig. 1(c). The magnetic pole is
constructed by the dividing into twelve parts, and has small
blocks for composing a magnetic circuit. The arrangement
relation between the magnetic pole and the screw is shown
in Fig. 2. The small spiral blocks of the magnetic pole are
faced on the thread of the screw.
The MM-IPMLS is composed of arc-shaped permanent
magnets. Since the device does not require a spiral-shaped
permanent magnet, it can be produced compactly and quickly.
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The basic structure is shown in Fig. 1(a). The MLSDLA
consists of an MM-IPMLS, a rotary motor, and linear and
rotary encoders. The MM-IPMLS consists of a magnetic nut
and magnetic screw. The screw does not require a spiralshaped permanent magnet. The nut is fixed to a linear guide,
so that it movers only along the axis of rotation. The screw is
fixed to a base plate, and it is driven by a rotary motor.
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Fig. 4. Operating principle of the MM-IPMLS. (a) Rotational direction. (b)
Translational direction.

B. Operating Principle
The magnetic circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The actuator is
driven by the translation of the screw thread that is caused
by the rotation of the screw by the rotary motor. An opposite
force is generated when relative displacement between the nut
and screw is caused by an external force (see Fig. 4). The nut
returns to its equilibrium position because of this force. This
restoring force provides the output force from the actuator.
When the relative displacement between the nut and screw is
over a quarter of the lead-screw length, the nut may step out.
C. Prototype
Static forces were analyzed in terms of electromagnetic
fields using 3D finite element method (FEM) before manufacturing a prototype. The analysis conditions are listed in Table I.
The parameters of the initial analysis model are shown in Fig.
5, and the dimensions are listed in Table II. A cross-sectional
view of the magnetic flux density distribution is shown in Fig.
6. This figure shows that the proposed structure provides the
appropriate magnetic coupling between the nut and the screw.
The analysis results are shown in Fig. 9. According to the
results, the maximum force that the actuator can produce is
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TABLE I
A NALYSIS C ONDITIONS
Number of elements
Number of nodes
CPU

TABLE II
D IMENSIONS OF THE I NITIAL A NALYSIS M ODEL .

9,333,771
2,837,937
Inter (R) Xeon (R) E5-1650 v3
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Fig. 5. Parameters of the Initial Analysis Model.

66.1 N. The results of the modified analysis model will be
discussed in the section IV. C.
A prototype of the MLSDLA is shown in Fig. 7. The
prototype is designed based on Table II. The MM-IPMLS is
the smallest of the fabricated MLS [6][8][12]. The magnetic
poles, back yoke, and screw are made of SUY. N48H permanent magnets were used for the nut, with a residual magnetic
flux density and coercive force of 1.38 T and 1.10 ×106
A/m, respectively. For fabricating the prototype, the permanent
magnet are divided into three to circumferential direction, and
are divided into two to axial direction.
The air gap is held by an oil-less bearing formed from
resin. Moreover, a DC geared motor with a reduction ratio
of 6.6 : 1 (DCX16L GB KL 12V, Maxon Motor AG) is used
to drive the screw rotation. A linear optical encoder (AEDR8500, 294LPI, Broadcom, Ltd.) detects the position of the nut.
A rotary encoder (ENX10 EASY, Maxon Motor AG) measures
the rotary angle of the motor to detect the rotary angle of the
screw.
III. F ORCE E STIMATION FROM M AGNETIC P HASE
D IFFERENCE
This section describes the method that we tested in order to
estimate the actuator force on the basis of the magnetic phase
difference between the nut and the screw.
A. Relationship between Static Force and Magnetic Phase
Difference
The static force applied by the MM-IPMLS depends on the
magnetic phase difference caused by the relative displacement
between the nut and the screw. The magnetic phase differences
in the rotational and translational direction are written as ϕθ
and ϕ p , respectively. The static force Fs is defined as a function
of ϕθ or ϕ p as follows:

Screw
(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Magnetic flux density distribution. (a) Cross-sectional view in the x-y
plane. (b) Cross-sectional view in the y-z plane.

Fs = F̂s (ϕθ (θ , p)) = F̂s (ϕ p (θ , p))

(1)

where F̂s is the estimated force, θ is the rotation angle of the
screw, and p is the displacement of the nut relative to the
screw. They are marked in Fig. 4. When the magnetic phase
difference is zero, the rotational angle of the screw can be
defined in terms of the nut displacement:
θp =

2π
p
L

(2)

where L is the lead of the screw. The rotational magnetic phase
difference ϕθ can be defined as a function of the nut position
and screw rotation:
ϕθ (θ , p) = θ − θ p

(3)

The static force is estimated from the rotational magnetic
phase difference, which is calculated from measurements of
the position of the nut and the rotational angle of the screw
recorded using a linear optical encoder and a rotary encoder.
B. Consideration of the Dynamics of the Magnetic-LeadScrew
The dynamics of the MM-IPMLS are given as by the
following differential equation:
Mms p̈ +Cms ṗ = Fs + Ff

(4)

where Mms is mass of the nut, Cms is the viscosity friction
coefficient, and Ff is defined as follows:
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(5)

where Fc is the Coulomb friction. The estimated force is
calculated as follows:
F̂ms = F̂s (ϕθ (θ , p)) + Ff

Order

is fixed by the linear stage. The restoring force is generated
at each position, and is measured as the static force using the
load cell. The measured static force characteristics are shown
in Fig. 9. In this paper, the estimated force expressed as a
polynomial approximation using the least-squares method is
used for considering the end effect of the nut. The formulation
is given as follows:

Rotary motor

Ff = Fc sign( ṗ)

5

Fig. 10. Relationship between RMSE and the order of the regression equation.

Rotary encoder

Nut

3

(6)

From Eq. (6), the estimated force is calculated from the nut
position and rotation angle.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This section identifies the static characteristics of the prototype used for force estimation. The estimated and measured
forces are compared. Then, the effectiveness of the proposed
method and its limitations are discussed.
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental environment is shown in Fig. 8. The
output force of the MLSDLA was measured with a load
cell (LCM201-100N, Omega Engineering). This load cell is
fixed to the linear stage and is connected to the nut of the
MLSDLA via the output shafts. Measurements of the position
and rotation angle are processed by a micro computer, and the
estimated force is then calculated following the theoretical argument above. These data are recorded by a personal computer
through serial communication. The measured rotation angle is
also converted into the rotation angle of the screw.
B. Parameter Identification for Force Estimation
In this experiment, the output force of the MM-IPMLS was
measured by constraining the rotational motion of the screw.
The position of the nut was manually changed, and the nut

F̂s = −0.378ϕθ5 − 0.209ϕθ4 + 8.51ϕθ3 + 2.59ϕθ2 − 47.6ϕθ − 4.28
(7)
A gap around the equilibrium point is corrected as an offset.
The process of the curve fitting is a kind of calibration of
the MLS. In the initial stage of the force estimation , this is
required for every prototype.
The relationship between RMSE and the order of the
equation is shown in Fig. 10. According to this data, 5 order
is suitable because the differences among 5, 7, and 9 order
are smaller than one between 3 and 5 order. The differences
among 5, 7, and 9 are less than 0.5 N.
C. Comparison of Estimated and Measured Force
In this experiment, the output force was measured when
external forces is applied.
1) Results
A comparison of the estimated and measured forces is
shown in Fig. 11(a). The errors of the estimated and measured
forces are shown in Fig. 11(b). The position of the nut and
the rotation angle of the screw are shown in Fig. 11(c). The
mean absolute error between the estimated and the measured
forces is 2.3 N.
2) Discussion
According to Fig. 9, the percentage of the error to the
analysis value at -90 deg. is 32.7%. The difference between
measured and analysis values is not so small. This error is
attributable to the manufacturing tolerances of the prototype.
In the initial analytic model, the layer of binding material
used for fixing the permanent magnets is also disregarded.
The modified analysis model considered the binding material
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This article details a method for estimating the static force
supplied by an MLSDLA without needing direct measurements from load cells. The structure and operating principles
of the MLSDLA were described. A force estimation method
that exploits magnetic phase differences was described. The
estimated forces were compared with direct measurements
using the MLSDLA prototype, and the value ware in good
agreement with each other. In future work, the friction in the
prototype in order to improve the estimation accuracy.
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and the manufacturing tolerances, the width mh and angle mθ
of the permanent magnet are shorten 0.14 mm and 1.5 deg.,
respectively. The air gap is widened 0.14 mm. As a result, it is
confirmed that the measured and analytical values are in good
agreement. This suggests that the force can be reduced caused
by the binding material and manufacturing error.
In the prototype, the shear stress defined as a ratio of the
stall force to the active area of the screw is 0.56 MN/m2 .
The force density defined as the force per active area is 0.14
MN/m2 . This value is relatively smaller than ones of the MLSs
developed by Holm et al. [6] and Ling et al [12]. However,
these MLSs require a large number of permanent magnets to
compose the spiral shape structure. On the other hand, the
MM-IPMLS use a machined screw and a nut composed of
arc shape magnets and teeth made of a soft magnetic material.
They are easily mass-produces.
From Fig. 11, we conclude that the estimated and measured
force values are in good agreement. A delay occurs at the
start point and the peaks of force readings. The maximum
estimated forces at this point exceed the maximum values
of the measured static force. This phenomenon is explained
by the Coulomb friction that occurs when moving the nut
manually. In these experiment, Fc is 7.5 N. There are two main
causes of the static friction. The friction is caused by oil-less
bearing and linear guide. The air gap between the screw and
the nut is maintained by the oil-less bearing. The nut is fixed
to the linear guide to keep the position on the cross-section of
the MLS. The attractive force between the screw and the nut
increase the friction force.
The proposed method has several limitations though. Estimation errors are introduced in the least-squares approximation. In addition, this method cannot estimate forces that do not
exceed the static frictional force when the positon of the nut
remains constant. This problem can be solved by reducing of
the static friction, which we leave for future work. Despite

